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Imaging hydraulic fractures in a geothermal reservoir
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[1] An injection experiment at the Coso geothermal field in
eastern California in March 2005 caused a swarm of microearthquakes that was recorded by a local network of three‐
component digital seismometers. High‐resolution relative
hypocenter locations propagated upward and northward on
a 700 × 600 m plane striking N 20°E and dipping 75° to
the WNW. This plane is a pre‐existing fault, whose surface
projection coincides with an active scarp. The earthquakes
have similar non‐double‐couple mechanisms that involve
volume increases, and the fault plane bisects their dilatational fields, implying a process dominated by tensile failure.
The source types require the additional involvement of
subsidiary shear faulting, however. Events before and after
the swarm have variable orientations and volume changes
of both signs. Similar tensile‐shear failure is observed in
some natural microearthquake swarms, for example at
Long Valley caldera, California. Its occurrence under low
fluid pressure may imply a heterogeneous stress field or
the induction of thermal stresses by introduction of cold
fluid. Citation: Julian, B. R., G. R. Foulger, F. C. Monastero,
and S. Bjornstad (2010), Imaging hydraulic fractures in a geothermal reservoir, Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L07305, doi:10.1029/
2009GL040933.

1. Introduction
[2] The Coso geothermal area lies in the southwestern
corner of the Basin and Range province in eastern California,
at a right (releasing) step‐over in the southern Owens Valley
fault zone, which experiences 6.5 ± 0.7 mm/year of dextral
shear [Monastero et al., 2005]. The geothermal area has been
exploited since the 1980s to produce electric power.
[3] In February and March of 2005 an “Enhanced
Geothermal Systems” (EGS) experiment was conducted in
injector well 34‐9RD2 on the east flank of the reservoir to
increase permeability and enhance production in a cluster of
wells about 1 km to the south. The well was re‐worked in
order to introduce fluids into a target formation near its
bottom. The existing slotted liner was removed, open fractures and washout regions were cemented and repaired, an
un‐slotted liner was inserted, and the well was then deepened. Major circulation‐loss zones were encountered at a
depth of 2654 m, and a total loss of drilling mud occurred at
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a depth of about 2672 m while injecting water at rates up to
20 l/s.
[4] This injection caused a vigorous swarm of earthquakes, which we analyzed using data from a local 36‐station
seismic network. We determined high‐resolution relative
hypocenter locations and complete (symmetric moment‐
tensor) source mechanisms for many of the earthquakes.
Relative hypocenter locations provide information about the
geometry of the failure zone that complements seismic
moment tensors and reduces inherent ambiguities in their
physical interpretation. Surface geological observations
subsequently verified the inferred fault geometry. The
results of this experiment demonstrate that seismological
techniques can provide information of high quality about
hydraulic fractures that are of potential value for operational
decision‐making.

2. Data and Methods
[5] The Geothermal Program Office of the U.S. Navy
monitors seismicity at Coso, operating 22 digital three‐
component short‐period seismometers at depths of about
100 m in custom‐drilled boreholes. To enhance this network
near the planned EGS experiment, we installed 16 additional
digital three‐component seismic stations on the surface. We
choose optimal locations for these stations by computing
theoretical focal‐sphere positions of candidate sites by
numerically tracing rays [Arnott and Foulger, 1994; Julian et
al., 1996; Miller et al., 1998] through a three‐dimensional
crustal wave‐speed model [Wu and Lees, 1999] obtained
from local earthquake tomography. The injection induced a
swarm of about 70 recorded earthquakes, almost all within
the first hour, between 03:00 and 04:00 GMT March 3rd
(Figure 1). Most of the earthquakes occurred in the first two
minutes. A total of 44 earthquakes with M from 0.3 to 2.6
were detected and located by the U.S. Navy permanent
network.
[6] We measured the arrivals from both networks by hand
and located the earthquakes using hypocc, an optimized and
corrected version of the method of Waldhauser and
Ellsworth [2000] to simultaneously invert the inter‐event
arrival‐time differences for many events to obtain accurate
relative hypocenter locations. hypocc speeds computations
by using dynamic storage allocation and efficient algorithms
such as depth‐first graph searching and data structures such
as hash tables [Knuth, 1973, section 6.4] and k‐dimensional
binary search trees [Knuth, 1973, section 6.5] for analyzing
the complex relationships within large data sets.
[7] We computed full (symmetric) moment tensors by
using linear‐programming methods to invert observed P‐,
SH‐and SV‐phase polarities and P:SH, P:SV, and SH:SV
amplitude ratios measured from low‐pass filtered seismograms (corner frequency 5 Hz, 3‐pole Butterworth response),
as described by Julian and Foulger [1996]. Earthquakes
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L1 norm of the data residuals [Julian and Foulger, 2008]
indicate that the variations found in this study are well resolved, as do also the systematic variations of mechanisms
with time discussed below.

3. Results

Figure 1. Magnitudes of earthquakes within 1.1 km of the
bottom of well 34‐9RD2 for the period 03:00–04:00 March
3rd, 2005.

associated with geothermal areas and hydrofracturing typically involve significant volume changes, which require
moment tensors for their description [Foulger, 1988;
Foulger and Long, 1984; Foulger and Julian, 1993, 2004;
Foulger et al., 1989; Julian and Foulger, 2004; Julian et al.,
1997, 2004; Miller et al., 1998; Ross et al., 1996, 1999].
[8] The extra degrees of freedom afforded by the moment‐
tensor representation make it important to assess the
uniqueness of derived mechanisms. This is a subject of great
current interest and the state of the art is changing rapidly.
Preliminary confidence regions based on the variation of the

[9] The U.S. Navy catalog earthquake hypocenter locations, which are computed using a one‐dimensional layered
crustal model (K. Richards‐Dinger, personal communication, 2004), form a diffuse cluster distributed throughout
most of the area of production wells south of the injector
(Figure 2). The accuracy of such hypocenter locations is
difficult to estimate, because the major source of error is
uncertainty about crustal structure, not measurement error.
As is typical for earthquakes located individually in this
manner, the locations do not resolve structures on the scale
of a few tens of meters, as is necessary if the results are to be
of use for scientific understanding and operational decision‐
making. The relative relocations, in contrast, clearly resolve
a plane with a strike of N 20°E dipping 75° to the WNW
with dimensions of about 700–600 m. This activated
structure lies about 500 m southeast of the injector.
[10] We obtained high‐quality moment tensors for 14 of
the largest earthquakes (Figure 3). For comparison, we also
computed moment tensors for seven pre‐injection earthquakes and 17 post‐injection earthquakes in March 2005.
The mechanisms of small geothermal earthquakes in tectonic environments typically lie near the line connecting the

Figure 2. Perspective views showing locations of earthquakes: (top) downward‐directed views and (bottom) sub‐horizontal
views with lines of sight along the plane defined by the hypocenters. Blue line: well 34‐9RD2; red lines: wells 34A‐9, 38A‐9,
38C‐9, 38B‐9, 38‐9, 51‐16 and 51A‐16. (left) U.S. Navy catalog locations and (right) relative relocations calculated using
hypocc [Julian and Foulger, 2008]. The green box is 4 × 4 × 4 km. The white lines indicate coordinate directions, and are
centered at sea level directly above the bottom of well 34‐9RD2.
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Figure 3. (top) Source‐type plots [Hudson et al., 1989] of the mechanisms of (left) pre‐, (middle) co‐ and (right) post‐
injection‐swarm earthquakes. (bottom) Source‐orientation plots showing the principal‐moment directions for the same
earthquake sets. Upper focal hemispheres are shown in equal‐area projection.
+dipole and −dipole points on the source‐type plot of
Hudson et al. [1989] and the post‐injection earthquakes
conform to this pattern. Dipole source types could be
interpreted as opening or closing tensile cracks, with volume
changes partly compensated by fluid inflow. Sources with
implosive components are absent from the pre‐injection
earthquakes, but this absence probably is an artifact of the
small size of the pre‐injection data set; implosive microearthquakes did occur during the previous month. Implosive
mechanisms are entirely lacking from the co‐injection
swarm earthquakes, probably because of either increased
fluid pressure or tensile stresses caused by induced thermal
contraction.
[11] The T axes of most of the earthquakes have
approximately horizontal, east‐west orientations. In contrast,
the P axes show significant variation. For the co‐injection
swarm earthquakes, the T axes are tightly clustered to the
WNW and the P axes occupy a narrow zone extending from
nearly vertical to horizontal and trending to the southwest.

This distribution differs markedly from that either before or
after the injection.
[12] The co‐injection swarm earthquakes have similar
source mechanisms (Figure 4). All the earthquakes studied
have mechanisms consistent with combined normal and
strike‐slip motion — the P polarity plots resemble those of
normal‐faulting earthquakes, but with reduced dilatational
fields with partially explosive mechanisms, i.e., they correspond to opening cavities.

4. Discussion
[13] The interpretation of moment tensors in terms of
physical source processes is not unique [Julian et al., 1998].
The mechanisms shown in Figure 4 could represent shear
slip on faults dipping at various angles to either the WNW
or the ESE, combined with a process such as tensile
cracking that involves a volume increase. Reducing this
ambiguity requires additional independent information
[Foulger et al., 2004].

Figure 4. Moment tensors for 6 typical earthquakes of the 14 studied from the injection swarm, displayed as P‐wave polarity plots. Black lines: nodal curves. Red line: the fault delineated by the relative relocations (Figure 2). Open/solid circles:
dilatational/compressional arrivals on the upper focal hemisphere; open/solid squares: dilatational/compressional arrivals on
the lower focal hemisphere; pluses: the center of the focal hemisphere. At right is a schematic illustration of shear wing
faults associated with a propagating tensile crack. The view is along the plane of the crack, which in this case strikes to the
NNE and dips steeply to the WNW.
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Figure 5. Geological confirmation of the fault delineated by microearthquake hypocenters. (left) Map showing the surface
projection of well 34‐9RD2 (violet), other wells (blue), the surface traces of Quaternary faults (black), and the fault identified with the earthquake swarm (red). (right) West‐east vertical cross‐section showing well 34‐9RD2 and interpolation
between the surface Quaternary fault scarp and the fault zone imaged in the televiewer log.
[14] On the focal‐sphere plot at the top left of Figure 4,
the fault plane defined by the relative hypocenter locations
(Figure 2) is superimposed on the theoretical P‐phase nodal
curves for the moment tensor. This line, which indicates the
main structure activated, bisects the dilatational field. If the
structure were a shear fault, the line would lie close to a
nodal curve of the focal mechanism, but this is not the case
to a high degree of confidence. A fault bisecting the dilatational field is, however, expected for a hydraulically
driven tensile crack [Julian et al., 1998]. Similar observations have been reported previously, e.g., for naturally
occurring swarm microearthquakes in the south moat of
Long Valley caldera, California [Foulger et al., 2004].
[15] The injection probably stimulated a pre‐existing fault
to fail. The largest earthquake of the swarm was of M 2.6,
which corresponds to failure of a plane with dimensions of
no more than a few tens of metres. This fact suggests that
the ∼600‐m‐long activated fault existed prior to the injection
and was stimulated by the injection to fail in tensile mode.
Each individual earthquake probably represents opening of a
portion of the fault accompanied by subsidiary motion on
shear wing faults (Figure 4, right). Seismic activity propagated northeast and upward during the swarm.
[16] Surface geological observations confirm the existence
of the inferred fault (Figure 5). The scarp of a Quaternary
fault, striking slightly east of north and dipping steeply to the
WNW occurs in surface sediments northeast of the well at
the position obtained by extrapolating the plane of microearthquake hypocenters to the surface. In addition, a televiewer borehole log of well 34‐9RD2 provides evidence of a
fault intersecting the well near its bottom.
[17] Hydraulic fracturing stress tests conducted in nearby
boreholes confirm that the faulting regime of the Coso East
Flank is transitional from normal to strike‐slip. The azimuth
of the smallest horizontal principal stress throughout the
area is 108° ± 24°, a range consistent with the orientation of
the activated fault. The relative magnitudes of ambient

stresses are such that normal faulting can be induced by
increases in reservoir pressure of >3.5 MPa, and strike‐slip
faulting by smaller pressure increases. The magnitude of the
compressive stresses inferred from the hydrofracture tests
are inconsistent with our observation of tensile failure,
however, as the hydraulic pressure of 2672 m of drilling
mud is much smaller (the wellhead pressure was zero). This
inconsistency is presently unresolved. It might point to large
local heterogeneities in stress, to the importance of thermal
stresses caused by the sudden introduction of cold drilling
mud into the fault zone, or some other currently unidentified
process.

5. Conclusions
[18] An injection of drilling mud at a depth of 2672 m in
well 34‐9RD2 at the Coso geothermal area induced a vigorous earthquake swarm in March of 2005 that lasted
approximately an hour, with most of the seismic energy
release occurring in the first two minutes. A detailed picture
of fracture formation was obtained from a combination of
relative hypocenter locations and moment tensors.
[19] The swarm activated about 700–600 m of a pre‐
existing fault. This fault opened in tensile mode, with each
small earthquake corresponding to tensile opening of the
main structure, along with subsidiary shear on wing faults
oblique to the main fault. The existence of the structure
deduced from seismic evidence is confirmed by surface
geological observations and by data from a borehole televiewer log. Hydraulic fracturing stress tests indicate omni‐
compressional stresses in boreholes in this part of the
geothermal area, so it is not clear how tensile failure can
occur as a result of the injection of drilling mud under only
hydrostatic pressure. This is a problem associated with
explaining the volumetric components commonly found in
the mechanisms of small earthquakes in fluid reservoirs. It
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may be an indication that local stresses in such environments are highly inhomogeneous.
[20] This case history is an important landmark in the
recent development of seismological techniques in support
of Enhanced Geothermal Systems hydrofracturing experiments. It demonstrates that seismological instruments, field
operations, data processing tools and interpretive experience
have matured to the extent that they can deliver information
of utility to operational decision‐making.
[21] Acknowledgments. Funding for this work was provided by
Department of Energy grant DE‐FG3606GO16058 and the U.S. Navy.
We thank Dave Hill and David Shelly for reviews. The data were provided
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